The organelles in a eukaryotic cell are linked by a constant flow of vesicles, budding off from one organelle and fusing with another [1]. If unregulated, this traffic would randomise the contents of the organellar membranes. To prevent this happening, the cell has mechanisms for selecting which molecules of lipid and protein are allowed to enter the budding vesicles. The process of vesicle budding is known to involve a complex set of protein interactions, but is an important role also played by the lipid component of the membrane? An elegant new study by Roux et al.
sequences A-A and X-X in the Y maze, both the sample and the context in which it is placed acquire reinforcing properties, and further that a novel sample placed in that context also becomes temporarily reinforcing. The win-stay mechanism will then mean that the same familiar or novel stimulus seen a few seconds later in the decision chamber looks more attractive than the other stimulus and so is chosen more often.
The argument is perhaps reversible for generalisation with non-matching to sample. In this case, the comparison pattern that matches the sample pattern is aversive. The aversion propagates back to the sample pattern, making the sample and the context in which it is placed also slightly aversive. Consequently, the bees' subsequent choice of comparison pattern becomes biased away from the sample.
From this perspective, it seems worth testing whether bees might perform delayed matching to sample without any explicit training on that task. Suppose that an indicator stimulus and its context both acquire reinforcing properties when bees are trained in a Y maze with two sequences, each containing different items, such as A-B and X-Y. Will a bee, having learnt A-B and X-Y, then generalise without further training to the sequences A-A and X-X? When in tests B and Y are replaced by A and X, will bees on seeing A as the sample choose A over X in the maze? And might they also perform correctly when they encounter novel sequences (C-C and Z-Z)?
Rich, empirical knowledge of complex bee behaviour is accumulating apace and it is becoming ever more interesting to search for the essential differences and similarities between the behaviour of bees and of bigger brained vertebrates. Over time it should become clearer in what conceptual framework the discoveries on bees are best placed, and when it helps to use the language of cognitive psychology. Tim21 is a subunit of the TIM23 complex that binds the carboxyterminal domain of Tom22 [4] (Figure 1) . The interaction is sufficiently stable that the TOM complex can be pulled down from detergent-solubilized mitochondrial extracts on agarose beads to which the intermembrane space domain of Tim21 is fixed. When a substrate protein is arrested in contact with Tom22, these 'occupied' TOM complexes are not stably bound to Tim21. Tim21 appears to act on Tom22 some time after the binding of substrate protein, tethering TOM to the TIM23 complex and promoting the discharge of substrate.
Two forms of the TIM23 complex are now known to exist: one form contains Tim21, while the other lacks Tim21 and instead contains subunits of the PAM complex [4] . In a dynamic sense, Tim21 is needed at an early stage for tethering and promoting transfer of the substrate to the TIM23 complex, but disengages from the complex at a later stage (Figure 1) . The PAM complex is the motor that drives substrate translocation into the matrix, and is composed synthesized in the Golgi, phospholipids, and cholesterol [6] . 
